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Observationsof the amplitudesand Doppler shifts of received HF radio waves are compared
with modelpredictionsmadeusinga two-dimensionalray-tracingprogram.The signalsare propagated
over a sub-auroralpath, which is shown to lie along the latitudes of the mid-latitude trough at
times of low geomagneticactivity. Generalizingthe predictions to include a simple model of the
trough in the density and height of the F2 peak enablesthe explanationof the anomalousobserved
diurnal variations. The behavior of received amplitude, Doppler shift, and signal-to-noiseratio

as a functionof the Kp indexvalue,the timeof day, andthe season(in 17monthsof continuous
recording)is found to agree closely with that predicted using the statisticalposition of the trough
as deducedfrom 8 years of Alouette satellitesoundings.The variation in the times of the observation

of largesignalamplitudes
with the Kp valueandthe completeabsenceof suchamplitudes
when
it exceeds
2.75aretwofeatures
thatimplicate
thetroughin theseeffects.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The 'main,' or 'mid-latitude,' trough is known
to be a regular feature of the topside ionosphere
[e.g., Ahmed et al., 1979]. The morphologyof this
region of depleted ionosphericplasma during geomagnetically quiet periods has been reviewed by
Mendillo and Chacko [ 1977]. It is not only observed
in the plasma density at any one altitude but also
in the total content [Buonsanto et al., 1979]. The
depth of the trough is height dependent, the poleward wall being a more prominent feature at lower
altitudes [Ahmed et al., 1979]. Although the depletion is known to persist to altitudes below the F2
peak, observationsof a bottomside trough remain
comparativelyrare. This is mainly due to the effects
of 'off-vertical' reflectionson conventionalgroundbased ionosondes [Nygrdn, 1977]. As a result of
such effects the trough can only be resolved if
it is exceptionally wide (under very quiet geomagnetic conditions) or if the ionosonde has a
direction-findingcapability. The ground-based,airborne, and satellite observationsof the troughbelow
the F2 peak that have been made, have been

reviewed by Hartmann [1975] and Lockwood
[1980].
Statistically, the center of the trough lies near

the ionosphericprojectionof the equatorialmagnetosphericplasmapause,and the two move equatorward at times of increasing magnetic activity in
a similar manner [Kb'hnlein and Raitt, 1977]. At
any one instant, however, the plasmapause, the
light ion trough, and the total ion trough do not
always coincide [Grebowskyet al., 1978]. Various
mechanisms producing the depletion have been
theorized. Schunk et al. [1976] invoked enhanced
loss rates due to high-latitude convective motions.
The trough at an altitude of 300 km was observed
to be deepest in the dusk sector on quiet winter
nights by Brinton et al. [1978]. This implies that
normal loss processesmay be occurring at times,
exceptionallylow concentrationsarising where the
corotation and convective electric fields oppose
each other, giving long periods of time in which
the plasma decays [Spiro et al., 1978]. These and
other theories all indicate that the trough should
also be present in the bottomside F layer [Lock-

wood, 1980].
The morphology of the northern hemisphere
trough in the F2 peak density has been studied
•Presentaddress:Rutherfordand AppletonLaboratories, and several numerical models developed [e.g.,
Ditton Park, Slough SL3 9JX, Berks, England.
Feinblum, 1973]. Halcrow and Nisbet [1977] used

a data set of 29,770 soundingstaken by the Alouette
I and II topside soundersbetween 1962 and 1970.
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2.

DATA

AND

thatat thislow K•, valuethemeantroughpasses

ANALYSIS

The data used in this study are observations
of the Doppler shifts and power losses of HF
rhdio waves received after propagatingover a midlatitude path. The path lies approximately west
to east geomagnetically and has a great circle
length of 5.212 km. The signals are transmitted
from Ottawa, Canada (geographic coordinates

45ø18'N, 75ø45'W), at a power of 10 kW and received at the Sir Norman Lockyer Observatory,

Sidmouth,England(50ø41'N, 3ø13'W). They are
7.335-MHz CW signals transmitted by a vertical
monopole antenna and are received on parallel
Beverage antennae, using a 1-kHz receiver bandwidth.

The predicted invariant latitudes A of the tops
and bases of the trough walls are shown in Figure
1 as a function of local time (LT) for the night

of May 18-19, 1976(meanKp value K•, = 1.1).
These predictions are made using the regression
equations derived by Halcrow.and Nisbet [1977]
(hereinafterreferred to as 'H and N'). The positions
of the sunrise and sunset ends of the trough are
predicted usingthe mean solart'zenithangle expressions deduced by Feinblurn ['I973]. These regressionequationscannotbe usedas accurateindicators
of the trough'spositionat any one instant [Mendillo
et al., 1978], and their usehere is, therefore, merely
to show that observed

features

are consistent

with

the mean statistical morphology of the trough in
the F2 peak. In Figure 1 the orientations of the
propagation path at various universal times (UT)
are also shown. The points A and B are 0.25 and
0.75 of the path length from Ottawa (O), respectively, and at an altitude of 200 km. It can be seen

over the entire length of this path.
In order to predict the effects of a trough on
the Doppler shift and amplitudeat Sidmouth(S),
use was made of a two-dimensional, Snell's law-

based, ray-tracing program. The ionization profile
adopted was a two-parabola model, with a linear
concentrationincrease between the peak of the E
layer and the bottomside F layer [Bradley and
Dudeney, 1973]. The peak heights and densities
used were taken from the CCIR [1966] model. The
trough was included by using a correction factor
ß defined by

ß = N,,,F2• / N,,,F2•.•

(1)

whereN,,, F2• is the electrondensityat the F2
peak observedby the Alouette satellitesand N,,

F2•c• is its valuepredictedby the CCIR model.
The modelvariation of ß usedwas basicallythat
adopted by H and N. To avoid the effects of
discontinuitiesin the gradient of ß at the top and
base of each wall, the linear walls in the model

of H and N were replaced with a cosinusoidal
increaseup to the constantmaximumvalue of •,.
In addition to this trough in the F2 peak density,
a similar one in the peak height was also included,
in that it was raised by an amount /Xh inside the
trough; Ah was given the same model variation as
•, with values of the maximum /Xh,, of up to 50
km and coincident with the maximum depletion
[Lockwood, 1980]. The layer semithicknesseswere
assumed constant across the trough. This model
of the trough is demonstrated (for the conditions
of Figure 1) by the electrondensitycontoursshown
in Figure 2 (as a function of height, local time,
and invariant latitude, and viewed from below the

F layer). The contours are for an electron density

.A.ø

of 4 X 10lø m-3. At a lowerdensitythe trough

18

LT

would appear less deep, and at a higher value the
contours are no longer continuous, becausethe F2
peak density in this particular example is reduced

tojustover4 x 10løm-3 insidethetrough.
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This model of the trough gives a qualitative
explanationof the observedpower losses.The value
of the power losses were often found to be very
low during magneticallyquiet nights. By comparing
the observed

losses with

minimized

terms

in the

18-19,1976(Kp - 1.1).The relativepositions
of thepropagation

total sky wave loss prediction, a minimum estimate
of the focusinggain, G,,, (due to a nonspherical
reflecting layer, for example) was obtained [Lock-

path are shownfor variousvaluesof universaltime (UT).

woodand Mitchell, 1980]. The variation of G,,,for

Fig. 1. Invariant latitude A, local time (LT) plot of the
positionsof the predicted trough walls for the night of May
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near a reflection point. Furthermore, this compari-

sonis quitesuccessful
overtherangeof K•,values
for which the trough remains at the latitudes of
this path. Other examples are given in Figure 4.
The limitations of the model are, however, shown

by comparison of Figures 4c and 4d. These two

340
300

•••,•,',,•,

nights,whichhavesimilarK•, values,yield almost

/

identical model variations but dissimilar G,, observations.

In a 3-month period in 1976 (April, May, and
June),40% of all readingswhen the path was entirely
in darkness gave G,, values exceeding 10 dB.
However, no positive G,, values were obtained at

260

timeswhenthe meanK•, exceeded
2.75, andthere
65

55

45

35

.A.( ø )

is a sharp cut-off in G,, about this value (Figure
5). Regular G,, observationsare only availablefor
April, May, and June 1976. Hourly recordingsof
ute s•gnm-to-noxse
ratio • oI the demoduiatedsignal
were, however, made continuously over a period
,•1_

Fig. 2. Contoursof electrondensityof 4 x 10lø m-3 for the

ß

ß

,,

ß

/-•

model trough under the conditionsof Figure 1.

the night of May 18-19, 1976is shownby the points
in Figure 3c. The lowest loss propagation mode
predicted at these times was invariably the 2F2
mode.

Consider

an idealised

scale refer to the different

nature

-

of the

-10

(b)

relative

orientationsof the path and troughshownin Figure
1. As the point A nears the edge of the sunset
end of the trough, the rays are first defoeusedand
then focusedby the convex and concave reflecting
layer curvatures,respectively [Helms and Thompson, 1973]. This effect then recurs in reverse order
as the point A exits from the trough area. The
effect of the sunriseend of the troughis the smaller,
as it is lesssteep. Prior to this, the same 'signature'
was causedby the motion of point B through the
trough region, Figure 3b. The total gain is shown
in Figure 3c, and it can be seen that it is very
similarto the observedvariationdespitethe simple
and two-dimensional

0

2F2 mode with iono-

sphericreflectionsnear the pointsA and B of Figure
1. Figure 3a shows the smoothed focusing gain
variation produced by the ray-tracing model for
the first of the two equal-lengthhops. The codings
below the UT

dB

model.

-10
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20

/

/ \

\

• --•

The

observedvalues of G,, are generallya little larger
than the model predictions, but this difference can
be ascribed to lateral focusing gain. This would
occur in the plane perpendicularto the propagation
path and would be added to the longitudinalgains
shownin Figure 3 at times when the trough is open

Fig. 3. Two-dimensionalfocusinggain predictedfor the night
of May 18-19, 1976for the first hop (a), the secondhop (b),
and both hops (c) of an idealised 2F2 mode. Observed values
of the gain G,, are shown as points in 3c.
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Fig. 5. Focusing
gainG,• as a functionof the meanKp value
on the night of recording.
It

lO

can be

seen that

in all

17 cases

these

times

correspond quite closely to peaks in the diurnal
o

variation.

Figure 7 shows the regressionline for the solar
zenith angles at which S drops below +3 dB at

-lO

-2o

sunrise,Xl, as a functionof the Kp value. Also
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UT [h) -••Fig. 4. Modelled and observed focusing gains for (a) May

17-18(K•, = 0.5), (b) April 23-24(K•, = 2.2), (c) April 22-23

(•, = 2.6),(d) April24-25(•, = 2.5).
1•. '

2'2

'

arrows

indicate

the times between

which

the mean

predicted trough would be fully open at point A
or point 13, if it is at the latitudes of these points.
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of 17 months, and the diurnal variations of the

monthly means of S are shown in Figure 6. The

0'6 '

1•.
-•

Fig. 6. Diurnal variations of the monthly means of the signal

to noiseratio • for January1976to June 1977.The arrows
indicate the times that the mean trough is predicted to open
at B and close at A.
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Fig. 7. Regressionline of the solar zenith angle X• and the
limits of the angle Xc, Xc•, and Xcu(see text) as a function

Fig. 9. Observed (points) and predicted Doppler shift varia-

of Ks. The pointsare the meanvaluesof X• in Ks ranges

tionsfor thenightof June5-6, 1977(•p = 1.4)for (I)rn=

of 0.5, plus and minus 1 standard error.

4.0 and variousvaluesof Ah,. (km).

shownare Xcuand Xc•,the limits of the zenith angle
X•, at which the mean predicted trough ceasesto
be fully opened at the point A. The slope of the
regressionline is 0.1¸ ___
0.8¸, henceX• is indepen-

at which the troughbecomesfully openedat point
B. (The limits of Xo are Xo!and Xou.) At nearly

all Kp values,X• andX• coincideto withinexperimental accuracy,but there is a tendencyfor X•

dentof the Ks value,asis X•. Withinexperimental to be closer to Xo•, so S rises above 3 dB shortly
accuracythe two coincide, althoughthe signalstend
to fall below 3 dB shortly after (lower X) the trough
begins to close at A.
In Figure 8 the solar zenith angle lagged by 1.5
hr of local time is used to enable direct comparison
with the results of H and N. The slope of the
regressionline of X•, the lagged zenith angle at
which S first exceeds 3 dB after sunset, is -2.2 ¸

___1.3¸. This agrees well with the slope of-3.0 ¸
___0.5¸ found by H and N for X•, the laggedangle

before the trough opens at B. The anticorrelation

of X• withtheKpindexvalueis significant
at over
the 95% level.

Examplesof predictedand observedDoppler shift
(Af) variationsare shownin Figure 9. The predictions are for various

values

of the maximum

rise

in the F2 peakheightAhmanda maximumdepletion
factor (I)m of 4.0 as quoted by H and N. It can
be seen that it is necessaryto include a raised F2
peak inside the trough in addition to the depletion
to explainthe results.A value of Ahm of the order
of 50 km gives Af predictionsthat are quite close
to the observations.

95-

3.

DISCUSSION

AND

CONCLUSIONS

The timesat which the receivedsignalamplitudes
riseand fall agreewell with the timesthat the trough
is predicted to open and close near the reflection
points of the path. The variations of these two

90-

85-

setsof timeswith the K•, indexvalueare alsothe
same. The largest gains would occur near these
times, becausethen focusingwould occur in planes

80-

bothparallelandperpendicularto the path [Nygrdn,

._

0'O• 1"0

•

210 '

3•0

-Kp

Fig. 8. Regressionline of the laggedsolar zenith angle x• and
troughpredictionlimits X'ouand X'o!(seetext).

1977]. The first of these two maxima would be

the larger, sincethe end of the trough is less steep
at sunrise than at sunset. The assumptionthat the

baseof the troughhas a constantdepletionof (I)m
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is a simplification. The trough has been reported
to be deepestat a variety of local times, but Brinton
et al. [1978] found the maximum depletion during
quiet periodsoccurredin the post-dusksector. This

likely, however, that the motion of the sunset end
to lower zenith angles causes the peak to shift to
times when the nondeviative absorption is higher,

would

sensitivity of the apparatus.
The model was only successfulin explaining the

also tend

to make

the first

maximum

the

largerof the two. All thesefeaturescanbe identified
in Figure 6, so the trough offers a good qualitative
explanation of the behaviour observed.
Figure 5 showsthat the additionalgain Gmfalls

and

this

causes

S to

become

too

low

for

the

the point A would remain to the north of the trough
all night, becausethe poleward wall moves equatorward and becomessteeper with increasingactivity.

diurnal Af and Gm variations if the peak height
was raised by about 50 km within the trough. It
was notedthat both Afand Gmtendedto lag behind
their predictions by a delay that varied by up to
three-quarters of an hour, but which was usually
of the order of 20 min. This raises the possibilities
that the positions of the trough vary with altitude
below the F2 peak or that the Ah variation occurs
at slightly later times than the one in •. These

This agreeswell with the Gm observations,since

observations

the first hop would thereforebe focusedat K•,

other workers, which have been reviewed by Lockwood [1980].

off sharplyat a K•, of 2.75. At this activitythe
locus of A lies close to, or inside, the poleward

wall, as is shownin Figure10.At higherK•,values

values below 2.75, but above this value it would
be defocused [Helms and Thompson, 1973]. At

valuesof K•, just below2.75 the pointA would
initially be within the trough, but because the
poleward wall moves equatorward with local time,
A would pass through it. This may explain the
premature cessationof large signalamplitudesnear

the K•, of 2.75, as is shownby the largermean
valuefor the 2.5 < K•, < 3.0 rangein Figure7
and the difference between Figures 4c and 4d. At

K•,'snear2.75thefirstpeakisusuallystillobserved,
but above this value, either Gm values are low or
$ is so low that useful recordingscannot be made.
Above 2.75 this first peak is not always observed,
and if present, the peak Gm values are negative

andgenerally
get smallerwithincreasing
K•,. This
reduction of the first peak is not predicted by the
hypothesis outlined here, since at this time the
trough is not yet open over the second hop. This
effect may be due to a reduction in the focusing
gain due to the narrowing of the trough. It is more

%•1•

18

/ LT

O0

Fig.10.A-LTplotofmeantrough
for•, = 2.75,May1976.

can also be noted

in the

results

of
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